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11.1 OBJECTIVES
After going through this unit, you will be able to understand:





An overall idea of the Dalit movement in India,
The primary causes, rise, issues, leadership of the Dalit Movement
The implications of the Dalit movement in India
The outcomes of the Dalit Movement in India

11.2 INTRODUCTION
Social movements of different kinds and nature emerge due to issues and problems
faced by society. The Dalit movement emerged owing to specific social hurdles
faced by particularly the so-called Dalit community of the country. In this unit,
emphasis shall be laid on a holistic understanding of the idea of Dalit movements
in India.
11.3 CONCEPTUALIZING THE TERM ‘DALIT’
The term “Dalit” is considered to have been derived from Sanskrit. The term in its
simplest form implies “crushed”, or “broken to pieces”. Historically it is believed
that the term was first used by Jyotirao Phule in the 19th century, in the milieu of
the subjugation met by the former “untouchable” castes among the Hindus.
Mahatma Gandhi espoused the expression “Harijan,” (when loosely translated the
term implies “Children of God”), to locate the former castaways. As per the Indian
Constitution, the Dalits are the people who are listed in the scheduled caste
category. In the contemporary time, several Dalits make use of the word to shift
afar from the more deprecating terms of their caste names, or even the term
“untouchable.” In present times the usage of “Dalit” is positioned on the notion
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that as a people, the assemblage may have been fragmented by subjugation, but
they subsist and even flourish by finding significance in the fight of their
existence. Dalit in modern India is thus a political identity.
It has to be also understood that Dalits are a group of people who are placed in the
last category of the caste system in the Chaturvarna Theory. With minor
modifications, nonetheless, the term Dalit would imply not a single category of
caste; it is also inclusive of people who are subjugated economically, socially,
administratively, and from all the compasses of life, by the customs of the country.
There are varied terminologies in addition to Dalits, by which people of the lower
caste are referred to. Some terms are Dasyu, Dasa, Atisudra, Adikarnataka,
Panchama, Tirukulattar, Adi Dravida.
11.4 DALIT MOVEMENT: EMERGENCE, CAUSES, OBJECTIVES
In simple words, the Dalit movement is a movement of people and assemblages to
terminate caste-based discriminations and subjugations. It is also seen as a struggle
for securing the human rights of the Dalits and other beleaguered segments of
Indian society. Dalit movement strives to construct both a national and global
union and consensus against the caste system, inhuman subjugation, and
discernments.
A fact of Indian society is that it is categorically fragmented on the foundation of
caste. The position of the person is reliant on the caste in which he is born. In the
traditional caste system prevalent in India, the bottom castes were placed at the
lowest of the social hierarchy. The Dalits were also not permitted to alter their
caste profession. The magnitude of the incapacities was such that they were
compelled to live on the fringes of villages and townships. The browbeaten Dalits
upraised numerous struggles to fight their social mistreatment from all quarters.
Two major factors made a profound influence on the caste system, which were
further responsible for ushering in social turmoil and an awakening amongst the
Dalits. First, the western ideologies of progressiveness of thought, individual
liberty, and equality began making headway into the traditional milieu of the
Hindu social system, the caste matrix, and other institutions. Secondly, the British
administration introduced the concepts of equality before the law and modem
technology which paved the way for the creation of the much-needed intellectual
and emotional milieu for the development of social transformation movements.
Dalit movements are a consequence of centuries of oppression and exploitation
that have systematically evolved along with the caste system. The factors that have
triggered these movements are therefore complex and have a multitude of origins.
The Dalit Movement is an upshot of the continuous abhorrence that has been
spawned for centuries from the ferocious undertakings of the upper castes of India.
Ever since Dalits were allocated the task of serving people belonging to the other
three Varnas, they were dispossessed of higher training of mind and were
repudiated from social, economic, and political necessities and privileges.
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The division of labour was based on the ground of inequality and mistreatment.
The caste system deteriorated Dalit lines into a pathogenic circumstance where
professions changed into castes.
Since times immemorial, the Dalits were barred from the mainstream society and
were only permitted to pursue menial jobs like manual scavenging, sweeping, and
many such lowly jobs, for which their wages also meagre.
Since they dwelled on the fringes of the Hindu villages, they did not have the
benefit of geographical isolation. They were banned from venturing into those
mainland areas in every respect. They were forbidden to wear proper clothing and
adornments, besides being untouchable. Many of the atrocities were meted out in
the name of religion. To maintain the monopoly on people, education was not
made accessible to the lower caste. Also, in many places they had to go on
sweeping the road they walked, to make it pure for the upper caste people to walk
again on it. So, lower caste people tied brooms on their waists. Women of lower
caste were prohibited from covering their upper body which led to an uprising
from 1813 to 1859 in Travancore. The Channar Lahala or Channar revolt, also
known as the Maru Marakkal Samara is the crusade of Nadar climber women in
the Travancore kingdom for their right to wear upper-body garments. Before the
movement, the right to cover the breasts was reserved for Nair women, who were
upper-caste Hindu women.
The practise of untouchability was one of the discriminatory practices which
compelled the Dalits to live in extremely unpitying circumstances, which prompted
them to rise and fight for equality.
The Dalit movement gathered impetus in the post- independence era. With the
familiarity of western language, and under the sway of the Christian missionaries,
the Dalits started to come across the principles of equality and liberty and
therefore, began the Dalit Movement in contemporary times. The exasperated Dalit
minds after its amalgamation with reason began the opposition against the
carnages of Brahmanism.
The objectives of Dalit movements across history has been predominantly to put
an end to caste discriminations, eradicate caste-based ferocity against the people of
oppressed castes, exterminate bonded child labour which is delinquency against
humankind, reject gender-based domination and trafficking of girls, refuse cultural
nationalism of the Hindu right, the campaign of full-time alteration and
empowerment of Dalits, and devouring the oppression of caste pyramid to end the
domination of Dalits.
Therefore, the Dalit movement is the systematized confrontation of the prolonged
caste oppression that has plagued Indian society. It is a crusade or fight of lower
castes counters to the hegemony of Brahmanism. The Dalit movement is also a
movement of the grassroots that desires justice through speeches, dramas, songs,
literary works, cultural institutions, and all the other conceivable measurers.
Several scholars also see this movement as a movement that has been commanded
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by Dalits to pursue equality with all other castes of the Hindu society. The primary
objective of the Dalit movement has been to institute a society in India founded on
social equality.
11.5 DALIT MOVEMENT: ISSUES, LEADERSHIP, AND IMPLICATIONS
Years of subjugation led to the rise of intellectuals who led the Dalit movement,
one of whom was Dr. B. R. Ambedkar, the illustrious intellectual who fought for
securing the social acknowledgement and human rights for the oppressed caste. All
India Depressed Association and the All India Depressed Classes Federation were
the primary establishments under the aegis of which the Dalit movement
blossomed. They targeted civilizing their miserable economic situations and also
disseminated education among them. The organisations also function for securing
basic rights like the right to take water from public wells, the right to admittance to
the schools, the right to use common public roads, and the right to enter the public
temples. For example, the Mahad Satyagrah (1927) which crusaded for the right of
water, commanded by Dr. Ambedkar, was one of the prominent movements of the
Dalits to win equality in social rights.
All India Harijans Sevak Sangh was also instituted by M.K. Gandhi in 1923. The
organisation started several schools for the Harijan including residential vocational
schools. The Dalit crusade also facilitated the process of providing free education
to the Harijans starting from the primary class up to the university level and many
more such policies. Besides, to empower the Harijans to get rid of their
backwardness, they were provided with special educational amenities.
To implement the provisions of law more severely, the Untouchability (Offences)
Act (1955) was approved to fix consequences for not following the law. As stated
earlier, a major and significant segment of the anti untouchability crusade was
propelled by Dr. Ambedkar in the 1920s in Maharashtra. He understood the
prospect and possibility of a progression for the untouchables through the usage of
political resources to accomplish social and economic egalitarianism with the
highest classes in modern civilization. He systematized the autonomous labour
party on secular lines for defending the welfare of the labouring classes the year
1930 was a landmark year for the Dalit movement when they demanded a separate
electorate which steered a conflict between Ambedkar and Gandhi. In the early
1930s, Ambedkar determined that the only way of humanizing the status of the
untouchables was to relinquish the Hindu religion. Dirks (2000) argue that the
failure of the secular institution to bring transformation led Dr. Ambedkar to take
resort to (another) religion to escape the oppression in one. He established that
Buddhism was a suitable substitute religion for the untouchables. He favo ured
Buddhism because it was a native Indian religion of egalitarianism; a religion that
was anti-caste and anti-Brahmin.
As early as 1873 Jyotiba Phule established the Sayta Shodak Mandal intending to
redeem the non-Brahmins from the controls of Brahmanism. Following the line of
Jyotiba Phule, Shahu Maharaj of Kolhapur started Satya Shodak Mandal in 1912
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and carried on the movement for the liberation of the lower caste people. In the
pre-independence era, the Dalit movement was inclusive of a resilient nonBrahman movement against Brahmanism in Maharashtra. In a similar vein, many
such movements emerged namely the Adi Dravida movement in Tamil Nadu, Adi
Andhras movement in Coastal Andhra, Shri Narayan Dharma Paripalan movement
in Kerala, and many more.
The Dalits of Maharashtra propelled the Dalit Panther Movement in the early
1970s. Originally it was limited to the urban areas of Maharashtra and had not
spread to Karnataka, Gujarat, Andhra Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, and other states. The
social organisation Dalit Panther seeks to fight caste discrimination. It was
established by Namdeo Dhasal and J. V. Pawar on 29 May 1972 in the Indian state
of Maharashtra. The crusade saw its zenith in the 1970s and through the 1980s.
The proclamation for Dalit identity has practically become the central subject of
the Dalit movement. Dalit movement comprises of local level cooperative action
against discernment and carnages. There are numerous local movements in which
Dalits in large groups travel from their villages opposing caste-based
discrimination and mayhems. One incident took place in condemnation against the
suffering and whipping of the Dalits of the village Sambarda. It was the mass
migration of people like expatriates from their native village who camped in the
open in front of the district collectors office for 131 days in 1989. They asked for
alternative areas for dwelling where their life and self-respect will be protected.
They would not settle unless a permanent solution to protect their land and dignity
was provided.
The Dalit movement was and is a reaction against the social, cultural, and
economic dominance and elitism of other classes over them. The contemporary
Dalit literature precisely is an endeavour to break the socio-cultural hegemony. At
present times, developed communication systems made wider associations and
amalgamation conceivable, while a new structure of education provided the chance
for socio-economic upliftment. All the above-mentioned factors, amongst others,
enabled the process of realigning the position of untouchables.
Today, accomplishments of the members of the Dalit community is considered to
be a way of consolidating the Dalit movement not only from the socio-cultural
front but also from the economic front Other than securing prominent positions in
politics, a significant political matter is over the affirmative action procedures
taken by the government for the upliftment of Dalits through quotas or reservations
in government jobs and admissions in colleges or universities. For example, the
seats in the Lok Sabha and State legislative assemblies are earmarked for
Scheduled Caste and Tribe candidates, a system pursued by B. R. Ambedkar and
other Dalit campaigners to guarantee that Dalits would get a proportional political
voice.
However, despite centuries of struggle, even today anti- Dalit biases exist in fringe
groups. Many anti- Dalit crusaders oppose equal or special behavio ur for the Dalits
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and have adopted violent methods to overpower the Dalits. Even though antidiscrimination laws are in place, many Dalits continue to suffer from social
dishonour and discrimination. Ethnic rigidities and caste-based violence between
Dalit and non-Dalits have become a regular phenomenon. Many also argue that
only securing political mileage and economic privileges cannot uplift the Dalits. A
holistic change is needed whereby transformation takes place at the grassroots in
terms of educational rights, rights to practice one‟s religion without any fear, the
right to read religious scriptures, and the right to communicate about the Dalit
situation through Dalit literature. It has to be acknowledged that caste is a deeply
rooted ideology in the minds of the people and so, social change would imply not
only the eradication of discriminatory practices but also the creation of an openminded society.
11.6 SUMMARY
The Dalit movement has been seen as a crusader to attain better mobility on part of
the community that was at the social periphery. The Dalit movement was and is a
reaction against the social, cultural, and economic dominance and elitism of other
classes over them. The contemporary Dalit literature precisely is an endeavour to
break the socio-cultural hegemony. The erudite Dalits progressively began to talk
about the difficulties of the poor and mistreatment and mortifications meted out by
the upper castes. They also got a boost owing to the British policy of divide and
rule in which the census played an adequate role in classifying caste. This paved
the way for making claims for social ascendancy through caste mobilisation. A
developed communication system made wider associations and amalgamation
conceivable, while a new structure of education provided the chance for socioeconomic upliftment. All the above- mentioned factors, amongst others, enabled
the process of realigning the position of untouchables. Social transformation
crusades led by the likes of Jyotiba Phule in Maharashtra, Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, and
Sri Narayan Guru in Kerala also began to be critical of caste inequality.
Gandhi assimilated the issue of elimination of untouchability into the national
movement for independence and momentous crusade and struggles such as
Varkom and Guruvayur Satyagraha were planned. His efforts were directed at
making the upper caste realise the harshness of discrimination carried out through
the practice of untouchability.
Other components are also developed in different parts of India. For example, in
Punjab, the Adi Dharm, in Uttar Pradesh the Adi Hindi, and in Bengal the
Namashvedsas, etc. In Bihar, Jagjivan Ram arose as the most prominent Congress
leader, formed Khet Majoor Sabha and Depressed Class League. In North India,
the Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP) was formed in the 1980s under Kanshi Ram, and
later, Mayawati, who belongs to the Dalit community and also a member of BSP
became the chief minister of Uttar Pradesh. Also, Acharya Ishvardatt Medharthi
(1900–1971) of Kanpur reinforced the crusade of the Dalits.
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Today, the accomplishments of the members of the Dalit community are
considered to be a way of consolidating the Dalit movement not only from the
socio-cultural front but also from the economic front. Other than securing
prominent positions in politics, a significant political matter is over the
affirmative-action procedures taken by the government for the upliftment of Dalits
through quotas or reservations in government jobs and admissions in colleges or
universities. For example, the seats in the Lok Sabha and State legislative
assemblies are earmarked for Scheduled Caste and Tribe.
11.7 EXERCISE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What is the Dalit movement?
What are the Objectives of Dalit movements?
What is understood by Dalit literature?
What are the emergency, causes, and objectives o f Dalit?
Write an essay on the Dalit movement in contemporary times.
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12.1 OBJECTIVES
After going through this unit, you will be able to




know about the overall context of tribal movements in India
understand the significant tribal movements in India
know about the specificities of issues, focus, leadership, challenges and
consequences of different tribal movements in the country

12.2 INTRODUCTION
It is known to us that social movements have arisen in different parts of the
country at various points in time. The specific issues and contexts of different
movements have already been highlighted in the previous units. Social issues
affect society as a whole, at large. However, it has also been seen that some factors
impact a particular section of society more effectively. Hence, movements are
classified into different types to obtain a holistic view of the concerns of all in
society. The study of tribal movements provides an in-depth understanding of the
major problems that affect the tribal society in particular, and their approach
towards those problems. This unit shall reflect on these issues.
12.3 OVERVIEW OF TRIBAL MOVEMENT IN INDIA
At the very start, it is important to note that the tribal community of India took part
in the anti-colonial movement. The tribal movement in India was of two kinds. the
first kind of movement challenged their dictators like landowners, money-lenders,
9

merchants, contractors), government administrators and Christian missionaries.
The second movement was associated with the Indian, national movement. As per
reports, there were over 70 tribal rebellions over a time frame of 70 years ranging
from1778 to 1948. These uprisings were anti-colonial in varying gradations. Some
of the noteworthy tribal revolts took place in:







Chotanagpur region-Tamar revolt (1789-1832)
Kherwar movement of Santhals (1833)
Santhal revolt of 1855
Munda‟s movement (1895-1901)
Tribals and National Movement in Orissa (1921-.36)
Tribal movements in Assam in the late 19th century

The tribal groups lived in comparative isolation for centuries and despite their
acquaintances with the non-tribal people, they continued to maintain their separate
identity. Every tribal group preserved its identifiable socio-religious and traditional
life along with political and economic institutions.
Until the influx of the British in the tribal regions, the tribal people relied on land
and forests for sustenance. The forests were an integral part of tribal life all across
India. They had customary privileges to use the minor forest produces like
firewood, fruits, housing material, medicinal plants etc. Additionally, the tribal
people were well- versed in weaving, basket making, hunting and food gathering.
Tribal societies had their individual chiefs and clan councils to manage the socialreligious, economic and political business. The British administrative policies
troubled the traditional tribal organizations. For example, the zamindari (landlords)
system was introduced in the tribal regions. The zamindars were considered
foreigners by the tribal people, and in their land they became tenants. The clan
councils of the tribal people were substituted by the councils of Rajas comprising
of their supporters. Succeeding the introduction of the market economy, a section
of traders also emerged in the tribal areas. People were forced to pay rent in cash.
And if they did not have the cash they were compelled to borrow from the lenders.
Furthermore, the customary tribal justice system was being supplanted by the new
legal system which was not appropriate for the tribal community, owing to which
they were oppressed in the hands of the colonial rulers and their allies. A fina l nail
in the coffin was embedded with the forest policy of 1884, through which the
British barred the tribal privileges to use the forest products. Thus, it was seen
across India that the British policies were harmful to the tribal interests.
The famines in the latter half of the 19th century degraded the conditions of the
tribal people even further and the situation became unbearable. The tribal groups
retorted back for their mistreatment and harassment, by propelling movements
against their oppressors in their respective areas. It is important to note that these
movements had social and religious insinuations; however, they were concerning
issues associated with their existence. Tribal movements across India were
launched under the headship of their chiefs.
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Though the movements originally began on social and religious problems and
against the domination of foreigners, in due course of time, they amalgamated with
the national movement and with the no-tax crusade. Traditional weaponries i.e.
bows, arrows, lathis (sticks) and axe were used by the tribes to fight the enemy,
wherein the movement regularly took a violent turn leading to the murder of
dictators.
It is important to note that a large number of the movements were callously
repressed by the government and the tribal community had to conform to British
policies.
12.4 PROMINENT TRIBAL MOVEMENTS IN INDIA: EMERGENCE,
ISSUES, LEADERSHIP AND IMPLICATIONS
The preliminary stimulations of the tribal uprising were noticeable in the latter half
of the 19th century. Some examples of significant tribal movements, their
emergence, issues, leadership and consequences are highlighted below. The
movements have been largely classified based on their temporal and spatial
specificities.
12.4.1 Tribal Movements in Pre-independent India
Tamar Revolts (1789-1832)
In between 1789-1832, the tribal people of Tamar rioted against the British
administrators more than seven times. Tribal communities from Midnapur,
Koelpur, Chatshila, Jalda, Dhadha, and Silli joined the uprising led by Bhola Nath
Sahay of Tamar. By 1832 the arrows of war disseminated throughout the region
and the Oraons, Mundas, Hos or Kols also joined the movement under the
headship of Ganga Narain Singh, an associate of the Banbhum Raj family.
Khe rwar Movement of the Santhals (1833)
Kherwar movement was stirred by the aspiration to return to an idealized past of
tribal autonomy. The movement commenced under the leadership of Bhagirath
Majhi. He swore to unshackle the Santhals from the subjugation of British
officials, landowners and money-lenders. He encouraged the worship of the Hindu
God, Ram, recognizing him with Santhal “Caudo”. He enforced on the Santhals
the code of conduct inspired by the Hindu idea of purity and pollution. Kherwar
movement took a political facet for pushing out the non Santhals out of their
territory
Santhal Rebellion (1855-1856)
Primarily concentrated in Bihar, the Santhals are an agricultural tribal community.
The first peasant rebellion took place in the years 1855- 1856, as fallout of the
institution of Permanent Land Settlement of 1793. Following this settlement, the
British took away the landholding of the Santhals, while in return the zamindars
took these lands on auction and game them to the peasants for farming. This gave
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the zamindars and the government officers the to increase the land tax and abuse
the common peasants. For some point in time the Santhals did put up with the new
system, but soon an uprising took place owing to the following reasons:
I.

II.
III.
IV.
V.

There were acts of extortions carried out by the zamindars, the police, the
revenue department and the court. The Santhals had no alternative but to
pay all the taxes and tolls, alongside being ill-treated and evicted of their
property.
The agents of the zamindars, the Karendias, made numerous fie rce attacks
on the Santhals.
Additionally, the affluent peasants seized all the property and livestock of
the Santhals.
The moneylenders charged extortionate rates of interest. Moneylenders
were commonly called “dikus” implying exploiters.
Santhals were hired for railroad construction and made to work for free.
Santhal women were often abducted and murdered.

Given the situation that the Santhals faced, they rose in rebellion and by 1855, the
Santhals started to form their militaries who were proficient in guerilla warfare.
This was completely an unusual experience for the British rulers. Without any
prior military training, Santhals raised an army of about 10,000 and they managed
to disrupt the postal and railway communications projects entirely. The Santhal
rebellion gave a message that it was time that the people rose against the British.
The British took suitable steps after the Santhal rebellion and reorganized Santhal
dominated areas as Santhal Paragana. Also, owing to the revolution, the British
acknowledged the tribal position of the Santhals and they came under the uniform
administration.
Munda Rebellion (1899) one of the noticeable rebellions of 19th-century tribal
revolts in the subcontinent of India was the Munda Rebellion. The uprising was led
by Birsa Munda in the south of Ranchi, with an aim to institute Munda raj and
freedom. Essentially, the Munda rebellion was the revivalist movement that
targeted eradicating all the foreign components from the Munda culture so that the
original pure character of the Munda community can be retained. The political and
agrarian rudiments were then brought into the religious crusade. From 1858,
Christian tribal peasants started leading a battle against the foreign landlords and
the beth began system through litigations. Finally, through the investigation and
settlement operations of 1902- 1910, the administration endeavoured to
compensate the complaints of the Mundas. With the passing of the Chotanagpur
Tenancy Act, the Mundas were able to eradicate the beth bega n system and
managed to get some acknowledgement for their khuntkatti rights. The tribal
people of Chotanagpur also got lawful protection of their land rights.
Movement in Andhra Pradesh (1922) in the hill tribal territories of Andhra Pradesh
a rebellion broke out in August 1922, spearheaded by Allun Ramachandra Raju.
The Advisees of Andhra hills were successful in engaging the Br itish into fullblown guerrilla combat. Incapable of surviving the British got in the Malabar
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Special Force to fight and the combat only ended when Alluri Raju died. As the
freedom movement expanded, the Advisees took full part in the independence
movement. Numerous landless and severely fraught Advisees united in with uppercaste freedom fighters imagining that the fall of the British would escort in a new
democratic age.
12.4.2 Tribal Revolts Post Independence
Regrettably, even after seventy years of independence, the tribal community still
has been at war with the administration. Even though independence has brought
extensive improvements for the mainstream of the Indian populace, Dalits and
Adivasis have been ignored and new complications have ascended for the tribal
population. With the augmentation of the populace since 1947 burdens on land,
resources have increased. The fundamental disputes leading up to tribal
movements in India post- independence are forest alienation, loss of land and job
dispossession owing to the invasion of the outsiders, cultural submergence, and
unstable development.
Post India‟s independence, tribal revolts can be categorized into three clusters (i)
movement owing to exploitation of outsiders (ii) revolt arising out of economic
dispossession (like the revolts taking place among the Gonds in Madhya Pradesh
and the Mahars in Andhra Pradesh) (iii) rebellions due to pro-autonomy
inclinations (like the revolts taking place among the Nagas a nd Mizos).
Furthermore, the tribal movements can be additionally classified based on their
orientation into four categories (a) forest-based uprising, (b) socio-religious revolts
or social-culture movements (c) movements pursuing political independence and
formations of new states (Nagas, Mizos, Jharkhand) and (d) agrarian uprisings like
the Naxal ban movement of 1967 and Brisadal movement of 1968-69.
12.4.3 Tribal Movements based on spatial location
Tribal uprisings are additionally segmented into two groups along two key
divisions of tribes based on the geographic region they inhabit a) Non- Frontier
Tribe: It comprised a total of 89 percent of the total tribal population. The nonfrontier tribes were primarily limited to central India, West-Central India and
Andhra Pradesh. Amongst the tribes that partook in the rebellions were Khonds,
Savara, Oraon, Koya, Kol, Santhal, Munda, Gond and Bhil. The revolt of these
tribes was moderately impulsive and led to some major uprisings. b) Frontier
Tribes: It comprises the seven North-eastern frontier states of Assam, Manipur,
Nagaland, Arunachal Pradesh, Meghalaya, Mizoram and Tripura.
As British dominance in India came to an end, Angami Zapu Phizo, President of
the Naga National Council (NNC) announced independence on August 14, 1947.
Ever since the Naga Hills has been in tumult, and despite the creation of a separate
Nagaland state in 1963, the revolt has been sustained. Post the signing of the
Shillong Accord in 1975 by NNC, the National Socialist Council of Nagaland
(NSCN) was formed by Isak Chisi Swu, Th. Muivah and Khaplang. Since times
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immemorial the Naga tribes have been known for their pride and autonomous
identity, the course of politicization led to the impulse for the establishment of
separate land for Nagas. The Separatist uprising is dated back to 1918, with the
founding of the Naga Club in Kohima by a group of intellectual Nagas. The Club
presented a memo before the Simon Commission which wanted the segregation of
Nagas from the proposed constitutional reform by British administrators in India.
In 1946, the Naga Club was rechristened as Nagaland National Council (NNC).
The NNC then asked for an independent autonomous political geography
encompassing Naga populated areas of Nagaland, Assam, Arunachal Pradesh and
Myanmar (Burma), thus marking the commencement of political struggle between
Nagas and the Government of India.
The Naxalite movement in the tribal regions of Bihar, West Bengal, Andhra
Pradesh and Odisha; the agrarian revolts of the Gonds and Bhils in Madhya
Pradesh and the forest-based movements of Gonds were principally propelled for
deliverance from domination and discernment, backwardness and removal of a
government which was coldhearted to the tribal predicament who lived in scarcity,
hunger, unemployment and mistreatment.
The formal revolt of the Bodos residing in Assam demanding the creation of a selfgoverning state of Bodoland started under the headship of Upendranath Brahma,
member of All Bodo Students Union (ABSU) on 2 March 1987. As a matter of
fact, the call for a separate tribal motherland is not new in Assam. The Plains
Tribal Council of Assam (PTCA) had the desire to have a single home-land called
“Udayachal”. But, the uprising was repressed by the then government. To lead the
movement, the ABSU formed a political association called the Bodo People‟s
Action Committee (BPAC). The revolt of ABSU began with the sloga n “Divide
Assam Fifty-Fifty”, a fallout of which was the formation of the Bodo Accord in
1993. Following the Bodo Accord, the Bodoland Autonomous Council (BAC) was
established. Later on, the BAC was substituted by the BTQ which was formed in
agreement with the Memorandum of Settlement (MoS) on 10 February 2003.
12.5 SUMMARY
Prior to the occupation and consequent amalgamation of tribal regions in the
British areas, the varied tribes had their own distinct social and economic
arrangements. The systems were customary laws and customs gratified the needs
of the tribal people. The social system of each community was commanded by a
chief and they enjoyed autonomy pertaining to the management of their
community affairs. The land and forests were chief resources o f their livelihood.
Post the occupation of the tribal regions, the British designed rules which targeted
enduring the colonial benefits. These policies were unfavo urable to the welfares of
the tribal people which terminated the isolation of tribal communities and linked
them with the national economy. This unsettled the moderately autonomous
organisation of the tribal societies.
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A new legal system was introduced in tribal societies, which was in direct
opposition to the tribal system of justice. A congregation of classes developed, like
the landlords, contractors, traders, money- lenders, and government administrators
in the tribal areas. These classes of people did not belong to the tribal
communities. They were seen as outcasts (dikus) by the tribal people. The tribals
of various areas rebelled against the oppressive moves of these classes of people.
Several tribal rebellions have taken place in the history of India, beginning with
one in Bihar in 1772, subsequently followed by countless rebellions in Andhra
Pradesh, Arunachal Pradesh, Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Assam, Mizoram and
Nagaland. It is seen that most of the tribal uprisings had agricultural, religious,
political, and economic reasons for their development.
It is argued that on several occasions, the British and also the governments of
independent India evaded the need to understand the open political and democratic
ambitions of the tribal people. The common viewpoints that surface within tribal
movements comprise aspects like reiterating the tribal self, recollecting the control
over resources like land and forest, regaining political dominion, redefining the
development, etc.
12.6 EXERCISE
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is meant by „tribal movement‟?
What are the salient features of the tribal movements in India?
Explain Santhal Rebellion (1855-1856)
Explain the Kherwar Movement of the Santhals (1833).
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13.1 OBJECTIVE
After reading this unit you will be able to understand;
 The concept of left-wing extremism.
 The various phases of the emergence of the Naxal movement in India.
 The major issue and causes of the Naxal movement.
 Major challenges a state has been facing to counter the Naxal movement.
13.2 INTRODUCTION
The Naxalite Maoist insurgency, officially referred to as the Left Wing
Extremism (LWE) is an ongoing conflict between Maoist groups known as
Naxalites or Naxals; a group of far- left radical communists, supportive
of Maoist political sentiment and ideology, and the Indian government. The
influence zone of LWE is called the Red corridor, which has been steadily
declining in terms of geographical coverage and number of violent incidences, and
in 2021 it was confined to 25 "most affected" (accounting for 85% of LWE
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violence) and 70 "total affected" districts (down from 180 in 2009) across 10 states
in two coal-rich, remote, forested hilly clusters in and around DandakaranyaChhattisgarh-Odisha region and tri-junction area of Jharkhand-Bihar and-West
Bengal. The Naxalites have frequently targeted tribal, police, and government
workers in what they say is a fight for improved land rights and more jobs for the
neglected agricultural labourer and the poor.
The armed wing of the Naxalite–Maoists is called the People's Liberation Guerrilla
Army (PLGA) and is estimated to have between 6,500 and 9,500 cadres in 2013,
mostly equipped with small arms. The Naxalites claim that they are following a
strategy of rural rebellion similar to a protracted people's war against the
government. The insurgency started after the 1967 Naxalbari uprising led by Charu
Majumdar, Kanu Sanyal, and Jangal Santhal. Their origin can be traced to when
the Communist Party of India (Marxist) split in 1967, leading to the creation of
the Communist Party of India (Marxist–Leninist). After in-party fighting and
counter- measures taken by the government, the CPI(ML) split into many smaller
factions carrying out terrorist attacks mostly in the Red corridor areas.
13.3 PHASES OF LEFT WINGS EMERGENCES
13.3.1 Phase-1 (1967-1973)
The insurgency started in 1967 in the Naxalbari village of West Bengal by a
radical faction of the CPI-M led by Charu Majumdar, Kanu Sanyal, and Jangal
Santhal dubbed the Naxalbari uprising. Charu Majumdar wanted a protracted
people's war in India similar to the Chinese revolution (1949). He wrote
the Historic Eight Documents which became the foundation of the Naxalite
movement in 1967. The uprising inspired similar movements in Orissa, Andhra
Pradesh (Srikakulam peasant uprising), and Kerala.
Naxalbari Uprising
On 18 May 1967, the Siliguri Kishan Sabha, of which Jangal Santhal was the
president, declared their support for the movement initiated by Kanu Sanyal, and
their readiness to adopt armed struggle to redistribute land to the landless. At the
time, the leaders of this revolt were members of the CPI (M), which joined a
coalition government in West Bengal just a few months back. However, the led to
the dispute within the party as Charu Majumdar believed the CPM was to support
a doctrine based on revolution similar to that of the People's Republic of China.
Leaders like land minister Hare Krishna Konar had been until recently "trumpeting
revolutionary rhetoric, suggesting that militant confiscation of land was integral to
the party's program." However, now that they were in power, CPI (M) did not
approve of the armed uprising, and all the leaders and a number of Calcutta
sympathizers were expelled from the party. This disagreement within the party
soon culminated with the Naxalbari Uprising on May 25 of the same year, and
Majumdar led a group of dissidents to start a revolt.
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On 25 May 1967 in Naxalbari, Darjeeling district, a sharecropper of tribal
background (Adivasi) who had been given land by the courts under the tenancy
laws was attacked by the landlord's men. In retaliation, tribals started forcefully
capturing back their lands. When a police team arrived, they were ambushed by a
group of tribals led by Jangal Santhal, and a police inspector was killed in a hail of
arrows. This event encouraged many Santhal tribals and other poor people to join
the movement and to start attacking local landlords. After seventy-two days of
revolt, the CPI (M) coalition government suppressed this incident. Subsequently,
In November 1967, this group, led by Sushital Ray Chowdhury, organized the All
India Coordination Committee of Communist Revolutionaries (AICCCR). Violent
uprisings were organized in several parts of the country like the Srikakulam
peasant uprising.
Mao Zedong provided ideological inspiration for the Naxalbari movement,
advocating that Indian peasants and lower class tribals overthrow the government
of the upper classes by force. A large number of urban elites were also attracted to
the ideology, which spread through Charu Majumdar's writings, particularly the
Historic Eight Documents. These documents were essays formed from the
opinions of communist leaders and theorists such as Mao Zedong, Karl Marx,
and Vladimir Lenin. Using People's courts, similar to those established by Mao,
Naxalites try opponents and execute with axes or knives, beat, or permanently
exile them.
Communist Party of India (Marxist-Leninist)
On 22 April 1969 (Lenin's birthday), the AICCCR gave birth to the CPI (ML). The
party was formed by the radicals of the CPI-M like Majumdar and Saroj Dutta.
Practically all Naxalite groups trace their origin to the CPI (ML). The first party
congress was held in Calcutta in 1970. A Central Committee was elected. In 1971
Satyanarayan Singh revolted against the leadership, "individ ual killing of people
branded as class enemy" and sectarianism of Majumdar. The result became that the
party was split into two, one CPI (ML) led by Satyanarayan Singh and one CPI
(ML) led by Majumdar.
In 1972, weak and broken Majumdar died of multiple diseases in police custody
presumably as a result of torture; his death accelerated the fragmentation of the
movement. After his death, a series of splits took place during the major part of the
1970s. The Naxalite movement suffered a period of extremely harsh repression
that rivalled the Dirty Wars of South America at the same time that the movement
got all more fragmented. After Majumdar's death, the CPI (ML) central committee
split into pro-and anti-Majumdar factions. In December 1972 the Central
Committee of the pro-Charu Majumdar CPI (ML) led by Sharma and Mahadev
Mukherjee adopted a resolution to follow the line of Charu Majumdar
unconditionally which others did not agree to. The pro-Charu Majumdar CPI (ML)
later split into pro-and anti-Lin Biao factions. The pro-Lin Biao faction became
known as the Communist Party of India (Marxist–Leninist) (Mahadev Mukherjee)
and the anti- Lin Biao- group later became known as the Communist Party of India
(Marxist–Leninist) Liberation and was led by Jauhar, Vinod Mishra, Swadesh
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Bhattacharya. As a result of both external repression and a failure to maintain
internal unity, the movement degenerated into extreme sectarianism.
Violence in West Bengal
Around 1971 the Naxalites gained a strong presence among the radical sections of
the student movement in Calcutta. Students left school to join the Naxalites.
Majumdar, to attract more students into his organisation, declared that
revolutionary warfare was to take place not only in the rural areas as before but
now everywhere and spontaneously. Thus Majumdar declared an "annihilation
line", a dictum that Naxalites should assassinate individual "class enemies" (such
as landlords, businessmen, university teachers, police officers, politicians of the
right and left) and others.
The chief minister, Siddhartha Shankar Ray of the Congress Party, instituted
strong counter-measures against the Naxalites. The West Bengal police fought
back to stop the Naxalites. The house of Somen Mitra, the Congress MLA of
Sealdah, was allegedly turned into a torture chamber where Naxals were
incarcerated illegally by police and the Congress cadres. CPI(M) cadres were also
involved in clashes with the Naxals. After suffering losses and facing the public
rejection of Majumdar's "annihilation line", the Naxalites alleged human rights
violations by the West Bengal police, who responded that the state was effectively
fighting a civil war and that democratic pleasantries had no place in a war,
especially when the opponent did not fight within the norms of democracy and
civility.
Ope ration Steeplechase
In July 1971, Indira Gandhi took advantage of President's rule to mobilize
the Indian Army against the Naxalites and launched a colossal combined army and
police counter- insurgency operation, termed "Operation Steeplechase" killing
hundreds of Naxalites and imprisoning more than 20,000 suspects and cadres,
including senior leaders. The paramilitary forces and a brigade of para
commandos also participated in Operation Steeplechase. The operation was
choreographed in October 1969, and Lt. General J.F.R. Jacob was enjoined
by Govind Narain, the Home Secretary of India, that "there should be no publicity
and no records" and Jacob's request to receive the orders in writing was also denied
by Sam Manekshaw.
By the 1970s the government led many crackdowns on the movement the and by
1973 the main cadres of the Naxalites had been eliminated and were dead or
behind bars. The movement fractured into more than 40 separate small groups. As
a result, instead of popular armed struggle in the countryside, individual terrorism
in Calcutta became a principal method of struggle.
13.3.2 Phase-2 (1967-1990)
The early 1970s saw the spread of Naxalism to almost every state in India, barring
Western India. During the 1970s, the movement was fragmented into disputing
factions. By 1980, it was estimated that around 30 Naxalite groups were active,
with a combined membership of 30,000. Though India‟s first wave of insurgent
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violence ended badly for this domestic left-wing extremist movement but did not
eliminate the conditions inspiring the movement or all of those willing to hold to
the Naxalite cause. This time, the insurgency was done in South India particularly
in the (undivided) state of Andhra Pradesh.
On April 22, 1980, the Communist Party of India (Marxist-Leninist) People's War,
commonly called as People's War Group (PWG) was founded by Kondapalli
Seetharamaiah. He sought a more efficient structure in attacks and followed the
principles of Charu Majumdar. By 1978 Naxalite peasant revolts had spread to
the Karimnagar District and Adilabad District. These new waves of insurgents
kidnapped landlords and forced them to confess to crimes, apologize to villagers,
and repay forced bribes. By the early 1980s insurgents had established a
stronghold and sanctuary in the interlinked North Telangana village and
Dandakaranya forests areas along with the Andhra Pradesh and Orissa border.
In 1985 Naxalite insurgents began ambushing police. After they killed a police
sub- inspector in Warangal, IPS officer K. S. Vyas raised a special task force called
the Greyhounds; an elite anti-Naxalite commando unit that still exists today to
establish control in the seven worst-affected districts.
The governments of Andhra Pradesh and Orissa managed to crush down the rebels
with a variety of counterinsurgency measures. Including the help of the
Greyhounds, the states established special laws that enabled police to capture and
detain Naxalite cadres, fighters, and presumed supporters. They also invited
additional central paramilitary forces. The states also set up rival mass
organizations to attract youth away from the Naxalites, started rehabilitation
programs (like the Surrender and Rehabilitation package and established new
informant networks. By 1994, nearly 9000 Naxalites surrendered.
In 2003 following an attack on the then Chief Minister Chandrababu Naidu, the
state embarked on a rapid modernization of its police force while ramping up its
technical and operational capabilities. By the early 2000s, Andhra Pradesh
and Telangana have seen very minimal Naxal presence.
13.3.2 Phase-3 (2004- present day)
The Communist Party of India (Maoist) was founded on 21 September 2004,
through the merger of the Communist Party of India (Marxist–Leninist) People's
War (People's War Group), and the Maoist Communist Centre of India (MCCI).
The merger was announced on 14 October the same year. In the merger, a
provisional central committee was constituted, with the erstwhile People's War
Group leader Muppala Lakshmana Rao, alias "Ganapathi", as general
secretary. Further, on May Day 2014, the Communist Party of India (Marxist–
Leninist) Naxalbari merged into the CPI (Maoist). The CPI (Maoist) is active in
the forest belt of Chhattisgarh, Bihar, Jharkhand, Maharashtra, Odisha, and some
remote regions of Jharkhand and Andhra Pradesh and Telangana.
It has carried out several attacks (see Timeline of the Naxalite–Maoist insurgency)
notably on 15 February 2010, several of the guerrilla commanders of CPI (Maoist),
killed 24 personnel of the Eastern Frontier Rifles. On 6 April 2010, the Maoists
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ambushed and killed 76 paramilitary personnel who fell out to the trap laid by the
lurking Maoists. On 25 May 2013, the CPI (Maoist) ambushed a convoy of the
Indian National Congress at Bastar and killed 27 people including Mahendra
Karma, Nand Kumar Patel, and Vidya Charan Shukla. On 3 April 2021, twentytwo soldiers were killed in a Maoist ambush on the border of Bijapur and Sukma
districts in southern Chhattisgarh.
In September 2009, an all-out offensive was launched by the Government of
India's paramilitary forces and the state's police forces against the CPI (Maoist) is
termed by the Indian media as the "Operation Green Hunt". Since the start of the
operation: 2,266 Maoist militants have been killed, 10,181 have been arrested and
9,714 have surrendered.
13.4 INFLUENCE ZONE AND DEATH TOLL OF LEFT WING
EXTREMISM (LWE)
13.4.1 Red corridor- LWE affected area
By July 2021, the number of "most affected" and "total affected" districts had
come down to 25 (accounting for 85% of the LWE violence in India) and 70
respectively from 35 and 126 in April 2018. This is a significant reduction from
the peak in 2007-09 when Naxalites were active in 180 districts in ten states of
India, an area known as the "Red Corridor", which accounts for 40 percent of
India's geographical area spread over 92,000 sqkm. Most Naxal violence is now
concentrated in 2 clusters, the first in and around forested remote hilly areas of
Dandakaranya spread across Chhattisgarh and neighbouring states, and the second
in the tri-border of Jharkhand-Bihar-West Bengal (areas west of Howrah)
In 2021, the Naxalites operated mainly in the states of Jharkhand (14 affected
districts), Bihar (10), Odisha (5), Chhattisgarh (10), Madhya Pradesh (8), West
Bengal (8), Maharashtra (2), and Andhra Pradesh, which are listed below:
13.4.2 LWE death count by year
The first combat deaths of the insurgency were in 1980. According to the Institute
of Peace and Conflict studies, Naxal groups have recruited children in different
capacities and exposed them to injury and death. To enforce their control over the
population, the Maoists have convened kangaroo courts to mete out summary
justice, normally death, beatings, or exile. The estimated death toll of LWE
violence between 2005-2018 is mentioned below in table-13.1.
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Table-13.1 Death Count by Years
Years
Civilian
Security Forces
2005
281-524
150-153
2006
266-521
128-157
2007
240-260
218-236
2008
220-490
218-236
2009
391-591
312-317
2010
626-720
277-285
2011
275-469
128-142
2012
146-301
104-114
2013
159-282
111-115
2014
128-222
87-88
2015
93-171
57-58
2016
123-213
65-66
2017
109
74
2018
9
12

Insurgent
225-286
274-343
141-192
199-214
220-294
172-277
99-199
74-117
100-151
63-99
89-101
222-244
150
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Total Deaath
717-902
737-952
650-837
648-920
997-1128
117-1180
602-710
367-489
421-497
314-374
251-318
433-500
333
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13.5 ISSUES AND CAUSES
13.5.1. Access to land and resource
According to Maoist sympathizers, the Indian Constitution "ratified colonial policy
and made the state custodian of tribal homelands", turning tribal populations
into squatters on their land and denying them their traditional rights to forest
produce. These Naxalite conflicts began in the late 1960s with the prolonged
failure of the Indian government to implement constitutional reforms to provide for
limited tribal autonomy concerning natural resources on their lands, e.g.
pharmaceutical and mining, as well as pass 'land ceiling laws, limiting the land to
be possessed by landlords and distribution of excess land to landless farmers and
labourers. In Scheduled Tribes [ST] areas, disputes related to ille gal alienation of
ST land to non-tribal people, still common, gave rise to the Naxalite movement.
13.5.2 Unde r-developed tribal areas
Tribal communities are likely to participate in Naxalism to push back
against structural violence by the state, including land theft for purposes of mineral
extraction. Impoverished areas with no electricity, running water, or healthcare
provided by the state may accept social services from Naxalite groups, and give
their support to the Naxal cause in return. Some argue that the state's absence
allowed for Naxalites to become the legitimate authority in these areas by
performing state- like functions, including enacting policies of redistribution and
building infrastructure for irrigation. Healthcare initiatives such as malaria
vaccination drives and medical units in areas without doctors or hospitals have also
been documented. Although Naxalite groups engage in coercion to grow
membership, the Adivasi experience of poverty, when contrasted with the state's
economic growth, can create an appeal for Naxal ideology and incentivize tribal
communities to join Naxal movements out of "moral solidarity"
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13.6 SUSTAINMENT OF NAXAL MOVEMENT
13.6.1 Recruitment of cadre
In terms of recruitment, the Naxalites focus heavily on the idea of a revolutionary
personality, and in the early years of the movement, Charu Majumdar expressed
how this type of persona is necessary for maintaining and establishing loyalty
among the Naxalites. According to Majumdar, he believed the essential
characteristics of a recruit must be selflessness and the ability to self- sacrifice, and
to produce such a specific personality, the organization began to recruit students
and youth. In addition to entrenching loyalty and a revolutionary personality
within these new insurgents, Naxalites chose the youth due to other factors. The
organization selected the youth because these students represented the educated
section of Indian society, and the Naxalites felt it necessary to include educated
insurgents because these recruits would then be crucial in the duty of spreading the
communist teachings of Mao Zedong. To expand their base, the movement relied
on these students to spread communist philosophy to the uneducated rural and
working-class communities. Majumdar believed it necessary to recruit students
and youth who were able to integrate themselves with the peasantry and working
classes, and by living and working in similar conditions to these lower-class
communities, the recruits can carry the communist teachings of Mao Zedong to
villages and urban centres.
13.6.2 Financial base
There is a correlation between the core area of insurgency and the areas with
extensive coal resources. Naxalites conduct detailed socio-economic surveys
before starting operating in a target area, and they extort an estimated 14 billion
Indian rupees (more than $US300 million) from the area. A surrendered Naxal
claimed they spent some of it on building schools and dams.
The financial base of the Naxalites is diverse because the organization finances
itself from a series of sources. The mining industry is known to be a profitable
financial source for the Naxalites, as they tend to tax about 3% of the profits from
each mining company that operates in the areas under Naxal control. To continue
mining operations, these firms also pay the Naxalites for "protection" services
which allow miners to work without having to worry about Naxalite attacks. The
organization also funds itself through the drug trade, where it cultivates drugs in
areas of Orissa, Andhra Pradesh, Jharkhand, and Bihar. Drugs such
as marijuana and opium are distributed throughout the country by middlemen who
work on behalf of the Naxalites. The drug trade is extremely profitable for the
movement, as about 40% of Naxal funding comes through the cultivation and
distribution of opium.
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13.7 CHALLENGES OF STATE
13.7.1 Infrastructure and social development projects
Three main schemes, the "Special Central Assistance" (SCA) scheme, the
"Security Related Expenditure" (SRE) scheme, and the "Special Infrastructure
Scheme" (SIS) have been launched for the economic development of LWE
affected areas. As of July 2021, INR 2,698 crore (US$375 million) has been
released for 10,000 SCA projects, of which 85% were already complete. SRE is
especially aimed at the "Most affected" districts, under which INR1,992 crore
(US276 million) has been released since 2014. Under these scheme s various
projects have been approved, including 17,600 km roads in two phases of which
phase-I of 9,343 km is already complete, 2343 out of 5000 new mobile towers are
already operational, and the remaining will be operational by December 2022, 119
out of 234 approved new Eklavya Model Residential Schools (EMRS) are already
operational, remaining 1789 post offices out of total 3114 will be ready by mid2022, 1077 ATMs and 1236 bank branches with 14,230 banking correspondents
for the financial inclusion of people affected by the LWE have been
operationalized. 400 fortified police stations have been established under the SIS at
the cost of INR 1006 crore (US$140 million). In addition, funds have been
released for the schemes to hire helicopters, media plans, police-public community
activities, and relations, etc.
As of July 2021, Madhya Pradesh has formed 23,113 women self- help groups in
LWE districts covering 274,000 families, loans to tribals were waved, land rights
and land ownership documents to tribal were granted, and 18 industries that will
employ 4000 people are being established
13.7.2 Government views on the insurgency
In 2006, Prime Minister Manmohan Singh called the Naxalites the "single biggest
internal security challenge ever faced by our country". In June 2011, he said,
"Development is the master remedy to win over people", adding that the
government was "strengthening the development work in the 60 Maoist-affected
districts.
In 2010 the Indian government's Home Secretary, Gopal Krishna Pillai,
acknowledged that there are legitimate grievances regarding local people's access
to forest land and produce and the distribution of benefits from mining and
hydropower developments, but claims that the Naxalites' long-term goal is to
establish an Indian communist state. He said the government decided to tackle the
Naxalites head-on and take back much of the lost areas.
In 2011, Indian police accused the Chinese government of providing sanctuary to
the movement's leaders and accused Pakistani ISI of providing financial support.
In 2018, A senior home ministry official says the National Democratic Alliance
(NDA) government sought to stem insurgency by earmarking development funds
for revolt- hit areas and improving policing. “One of the major initiatives of the
government was clearing implementation of a Rs 25,060 crore umbrella scheme to
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modernize central and state police forces over the next three years,” the official
said.
13.7.3 Salwa Judum and other anti-insurgency vigilante groups
Since, late 1990 several government-backed armed anti- insurgency vigilante
groups emerged, which were shut down in 2011 by the order of the Supreme Court
of India after the complaints of human rights violations and inquiry was ordered
against the violators.
In Chhattisgarh, Salwa Judum, an anti- insurgency vigilante group that was aimed
at countering the Naxalite violence in the region was launched in 2005. The militia
consisting of local tribal youth received support and training from
the Chhattisgarh state government. The state came under fire from proMaoist activist groups for "atrocities and abuse against women", employing child
soldiers, and looting and destruction of property, allegations rejected by a factfinding commission of the National Human Rights Commission of India (NHRC)
in 2008. The commission, which had been appointed by the Supreme Court of
India, determined that the Salwa Judum was a spontaneous reaction by tribals
against Maoist atrocities perpetrated against them.
Around that time similar paramilitary vigilante groups had emerged in Andhra
Pradesh including the Fear Vikas, Green Tigers, Nalladandu, Red Tigers, Tirumala
Tigers, Palnadu Tigers, Kakatiya Cobras, Narsa Cobras, Nallamalla Nallatrachu
(Cobras), and Kranthi Sena. Civil liberties activists were murdered by the Nayeem
gang in 1998 and 2000. On 24 August 2005, members of the Narsi Cobras killed
an individual rights activist and schoolteacher in Mahbubnagar district. According
to the Institute of Peace and Conflict studies, Naxal groups have recruited children
in different capacities and exposed them to injury and death. However the same
accusation has been levelled at the state-sponsored Salwa Judum anti-Maoist
group, and Special Police officers (SPOs) assisting the government security forces.
On 5 July 2011, the Supreme Court of India declared the militia to be illegal and
unconstitutional and ordered its disbanding. The Court directed the Chhattisgarh
government to recover all the firearms, ammunition, and accessories. In the court's
judgment, the use of Salwa Judum by the government for anti-Naxal operations
was criticized for its violations of human rights and for employing poorly trained
youth for counter- insurgency roles. The Supreme Court of India also ordered the
government to investigate all instances of alleged criminal activities of Salwa
Judum.
13.8 SUMMARY
The left-wing or Naxalite movement is a serious challenge for India. Internal
security is the major concern for the state. The affected states of India are Odisha,
Andhra Pradesh, Chattisgarh, Jharkhand, Maharastra, etc. All these states are rice
in terms of natural resources and densely forest areas. Both the central and state
government has been taken several measures to eliminate the Naxal movement in
India. Several programmes and policies have not been provided with the solution
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to the Naxal movement. The tribal affected areas are still facing basic problems
such as health, education, roads facility, etc. Moreover, the gover nments are
concerned these days to provide the basic facility to the Naxal affected areas in
India.
13.9 EXERCISE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What are the various phases of the Naxal movement in India?
What is the major issue of the Naxal movement?
What are the challenges of the state to execute the program in society?
Analyses the concept of left-wing movement in India.
What is the basic element to sustain the Naxal movement?
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